F5 and Ixia
PARTNERSHIP OVERVIEW

The F5 and Ixia Partnership
Key benefits

F5 and Ixia have partnered to help organizations better secure their IT assets

· High scalability

against distributed web security threats that can overwhelm traditional network

· Validated firewall performance

firewall solutions. With the joint solution, enterprises can deploy an application

· Advanced performance analysis

delivery firewall from F5 and validate performance, security, and stability through
Ixia BreakingPoint to protect against a broad spectrum of Layer 4–7 attacks.

A Highly Scalable Application Delivery Firewall
F5® BIG-IP® Advanced Firewall Manager™ (AFM) and Ixia BreakingPoint work
together to provide you with the most scalable application delivery firewall
solution available so you can protect your mission-critical web applications.
With Ixia BreakingPoint solutions, you can establish an ongoing security and
performance testing regimen to understand how your firewall will behave
under an attack scenario. With this advanced insight and actionable security
intelligence, you can deploy an application delivery firewall with the scalability
you need to ensure business continuity in the face of crippling cyber-attacks.
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Superior Performance and Scale

Learn more
For more information about
F5 and Ixia solutions go to
www.ixiacom.com.
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In validation test scenarios, conducted with Ixia BreakingPoint, the F5 application delivery firewall outperforms other
firewall solutions and has a smaller footprint.

High scalability

Advanced performance analysis

Protect your mission-critical IT assets
from the increasing number and
sophistication of network, session,
and application-level attacks.

Measure and optimize the performance,
security, and stability of your application
delivery firewall solution.

Validated firewall performance
Gain peace of mind knowing that your
application delivery firewall solution
can scale to meet today’s wide array
of security threats.

To find out how F5 and Ixia joint solutions can help your business, contact ixia@f5.com
or visit f5.com/ixia.
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